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r%* Over the last decade there has been increasing interest in the potentialo
co of television for 'teaching and encouraging both desirable and undesirable

C4)

(NJ social behaviors and for teaching cognitive skills and general information
'-4 A

C:3 Given the amount of time children and adults devote to viewing television

1.4.1

and the fact that 95% of the households in the United States have an operating

television set, there is every reason to want to put this availability and

time to, good use. This would surely include television viewing for entertain'.

went and relaxation but might add to it some teaching of cognitive skillts

general informations current events, and socially approved interpersonal be-
.

havior.

By now there is little doubt that the social behaviors of young children

within experimental settings will be influenced by recent, short media ex-

sposure to the relevant social behavior of others. Within naturalistic situa-

tions there is growing evidence that repeated exposure of young 'children to

similar behavior on television will influence aggression (Stein and Friedrichs

1972; Ste ei, 1972), interpersonal prosocial behavior.(Stein aria Friedrich,
!.

.

..., t

1972)A

fe)
,

.self contra behaviors (Stein and Friedrich, 1'972) . There is as
.

yet iittifork in
.

this latter area and there is little understanding of the

11"4'.

:,

.

mor off ctive methods for using television to increase positive social be-

or in young dhildren.



Such an understanding includes knowing what aspects of "positive social

interaction" to focus on. Should dne portray only the desired positive be-

havior rather than other less desirable, but mode common, behaviors? Should

one focus upon the conflict. which could elicit either desirable or undesirable

behavior to resolve it? Should one telp the child viewer to feel good about

himself/herself assuming that one treats others well when one feels goodat
.

oneself? Should one include clear positive consequences for positivilsOCial

behavior? There is evidence that children learn and imitate both de'ired

they see on television (cf., Murray, Rubanslein, and

first alternative or.showing only those behaviors

is reasonable. By same token, the send al-

and undesired behaviors

Comstock, 1972), so the

one wishes to encourage

t ernative doesnot seem reasonable most of the time, although muoih current

teaching of prosocial behavior includes long sequences of conflict before

arriving at the prosocial behavior that resolves it. ThOire is evidence that

adults and children who feel good treat others well (I in and Levin, 1972;

Moore, Underwood, and Rosenhan, 1973), so the third ternative of helping

the child feel good about himself/herself has some erit. there is

evidence that vicarious positive consequences incrlase the probability that

the behavior associated with them will be performed by tile viewer (Bandura,

1965). Thus there is experimental evidence to support each of three strategies

for encouraging prosocisl behavior with television and.acOal practice, to

suggest examininga fourth strategy'. ."

A second area.in which more understanding is needed is that of this more

effective characters for encouraging poqitive social behaviors: Should one,

use children, adults, animals, cartoon chiracters, abstract shapes, or some 1

,,%

.

- .
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combination of,each? Bow closely should characters resemble the child viewers?

.Children's television typically uses children, adults, aniials, tertoon

character4 who are children, adults, and animals, and abstract forms to in-
.,

',struct and entertain, .An example of such a mixed approach comes from content

analyses of the second year of Sesame Street (Bogatz and Ball, 1972). Com-

paring just people and the muppets in their data; one finds that cooperation

vas taught 6.0%'of the time by people and 16% by.the muppets, different per-

spectives were taught 24% of the time by people and 38% by the muppets, and

emotions were taught only 7% of the time by people and 47% by the muppets.

From the data:one cannot tell *hat part of the.time'humans were children and

what part, adults.

One might argue that any vieiler, but

'earn most from situations and, characters

especially'the younger one, will

most similar to himself/herself.

There is some evidence to this effect with children older than six (Roladay
L4

and Stoddard, 1933; Macoohy and Wilson, 1957)., riaget (cf., Flave4,.1963) -

has delineated the dependence of the young child on concrete, objects and

actions and his/her lesier ability to generalize from one instance to the

next. Sigel (1971) has auggested'that young children, particularly die-
:

advantaged, children, have much to leain about distancing between self and

the immediate environment such that they can operate well upon represeatatiohs .

.

of objects end actionp.- However, there ib some research showing that pre-:
-

schoolers are equally aggressive after watching a live hunlin model, a'film/

of the same 4odel, and a film of the same model dressed as a cat (Bandura,

ROss, and Ros 1963Y and that children and adults will give animate interpreta-
,

t ions and moti ,es to the *movements of abstract shapes (Fein, 1973'; Ifichotte,

, 4
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1963). So there may be some question whether any particular type of charac -

ter is more effepti've with young children,:although the b6Ik of dvidence sug-
. .

Bests that more human- and child-like characters would,beemore effective:

\
A third area of interest is the interaction of a child's Cognitive

! ability to take in,and operate upon the media presentation with the character-
.,

istiCs of the presentation. There is unsurprising evidence that younger chil-

dreu Are less able to remember a fiim or videotape they have just wlen or Air

understand many of the events in it (Holadar and Stoddard, .933; Leifer

.' et al., 1971; Leifer and Roberts, 1972). Suiprisingly, childrefi apparently

do not understand television programs parents and station schedules agree

. .

were written for them any better than they under'stand material aimed at older

. .sudiences (Leifer and Roberts, 1972). S* we adults still,have something to

social inforMation across to childrei.

a child's egocentricity, eeversibility

learn about how to get

reason to believe'that

There is every

, sequencing, and

a host of other Piagptian -type skills would mediate between the performance
. . ,

. ., . .

the
N
child

.

Sees, his/her coding and storage of'it, and Nis/her playback of it -, .

in subsequent situations -- and thatthis would show within any given age or .

rtage. Some recent evidence for this has been gathered for aggreision

(Thass, 1972) attitude-behavior consisteAcy (Henshel, 1971), and incorporate#

:tin of adult prohibitions (Grusec, 1973).

A:fourth area of interest fa the relationship between a, child's habitual

performance and the effects of exposuie to instances of

. t

is some ividence that more aggressive children areluore

that behavfor. There

Likely to' be.

fluenced by an'ageessive, presentation than.e.Fe less aggressive chilrn

Collins, 1971; litiin'and Friedrich, 1972). This may !ggest -- ns Are all
,.

know --- that the rich get rictier and the poor 'poorer' an never the twain
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shall meet. It may also suggest that to be effective material must be
, 44,

relatively close to and above where the viewer is. Thus, highly aggressive

. .

material. will be more effective with mote aggressive children, perhaps be-
. .'.

cause they have a better framewbrk to grasp, encode, and playback the material.'

Such a level' of presentation finding is frequently reported fn the moral

judgment literature in which moral reasoning one stage above a child's is

most likely to promote and maintain growth toward more advancd reasoning

le.g.,.Coven et al.; 1969; Turiel, 1966). .
e,

The proposed study looks at some of these issues to suggest dimensions

of more effective social material, taking into account some audience character-

istics. -It seeks to compare the effectiveness of material varying on a number

of dimensions: the frequency and use of hUtan, mupriet, animal, and abstract

Characters, the explicitness of the portrayed behavior, the occurrence of
.

antisocial behavior in the'coutse

flict, and the amount of material

of shaVing a protocia'resolution

desighbd to produce PoSitive self-concepts

without shoWing actual Rro soc Lai beha or.. Varying material on a 'number of

.

iiimensions at -once makes it impossible.to specify single most:important'
. . , . /

. .

$

characteristic of the material which is effective. Rovever,'any successful
.

. / ..

teaChing or influelice attempt will/ contain a Combinatio;rof elements designed
\,

to maximize effectiveness and it;is this combination one should be .searching
r

for.. Moreover, attractive, Tyertaining material fbr children will include

/
many changes in pace, contei", characters, and techniques sot that once again

one must loot for effective Combinations of elements, rather tbaii a single,

effective element.

6
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The proposedetudy would combine many elements thought -to.be effectiite

in encouraging socially competent behavior. The program pieces have sll been

professionally made for ,television so that they represent the quality of work

generally found on television and generally expected by children. Determinate

tion of the effect eness of each combination of material would help edtablish

clearer guidelines about the components of material that teaches subcessrully.

Such determinations must be made in conjunCtion with a coisideration of

the cognitive and social competence of-the intended audience, the types of

television material thA'canbe written and produced, and the types of material

that will appeal to the intended audience. Pqr these reasons it isdesirable
"J I

to include children of diffeken ages, to measure" their initial cognitive and

social competence, to relate this td the effectiven1/2ss of the material, and

to learn how attractive thi matekial is to them. All of these things will'

be dbne in'this study.,
1

In addition, outcomes W111be measuredin a aituatioir:that very nearly

, ..,-

duplicates.Rne or two of those ShOwn in the television pieces as' well as in

the Child's everytay environment. The, first measure will provide a low

level', but significant, measure Of effectiveness, 'since it asks that the

child draw a parallel between two very similar situations adults have exposed
.

fliM/her to -= one on television and one in.a play area." The second measure

prbvides a much more stringent test of effectiveaess. It askb that the child

learn skill elements from television and perhaps a more general message about

useful types of behaviors and apply theie in different situations heAshe has
. .

.

-

Already encountered often and encounters here without the direct sanction of
.

1
an adult. It is this.latter generalization of behavior which has long term,

, .

significance, but it is both harder to measure and'more difficult to inf uence.

7



METHOD
4

Subjects,

s.. .

Initially, the, subjects will be preschoolers attending nyrsexx,sc400ls

or day care centers in the Boston area. If all goes well, the study would

be repeated-witbrseven -year -olds at school or on the playground, perhaps this

summer.

Equal numbers of boys anci,girls would be run. Hopefullythere would be

racial, ethnic, and SESvariation-among the subjects with most of them lower

middle to middle class from urban environments. Apout
.

75 children will be

studied in Ulm beginning, asst fling there will be some attrition.

Stimul'i

Fifteen to twenty minutes half-inch videotapes will bmdat. They will .

be black and vliftesince about two-thirds ofall home TV seW4n the United

States are black and white. Each tape will be composed of material taken

from all four seasons of Sesame Street. With the assistanCe of Elizabeth

Weiss, a Radcliffe senior majoring in Visual Studies, and Francis Juhass,

an Ed.M. student, the material will be edited together'*o produce tapes

varying in the expkicitne s of the prosocialtiehavioraimessage. If possibial,

all segments will deal with social bellavior or self concept. This will not

be done where it'wouId seriously detract from the interest and artistic

quality of the tate. To this end non-social SesameaStreet materiel with 4,

appeal may be added. Certain segments may bedepeated tt various intervals

4

1 and repetitions of the same messageby differentcharacters or in.differeqt
. .

. .
. ....

Contexts will be put back to back whenever possible.
.

i

/ .

.
1

k

.8 .'
,..

1



About thirty shows bake been examined so far for material, as haveCTW

.0
lists of which segments teach which Social goals. Out of these,'more viewing,.

and at least one trip to CTW should come sufficient material tq make the

tapes. At least three tapes will be made for each of three categories Of

explicitness (see Attachment 1). Examples of material are presented in

Attachient 2.

Measures *r

Three measures will definitely be obtained for each child,,with two other

measures for Jach ohild'and one for each viewLng group if .time and resources

permit. All childfen will. be tested.fbr their stage of cognitive development,

the amount and type of positive social behavior(thqy display in a naturalistic

'setting, ancl,the amount of cooperative behavior displayed inan'eiperimenial

setting. Ifspossible, an estimate of how familiar the shild ins. with Sesame

Street will be obtained from each motheVeach child will be inierVieWed
-..

about his/her understanding and interpretation of the material shown and

,,
his/her social behavior, and the attentiveness of eacti.groupto the tapes.

will be scored.' .

I

Cognitive development will be tested with a series of Piagetian tasks.
9

Millepa Siegal, an Ed.M. student, has contributed to choosing and pre-
. , c

testin;'them. They are seriation of sticks, conservation ,of stick length,

seriationof 'dotils, conservation of doll length, one- to-one equivalence or
. ,A, .

correfpondence. conservation ofnumber, Conservation of liquids, and the

.

,
natU're of iirems. The tasks are all ones preschoolers will attempt and

some will succeed at: They are such that some of the concepts involvOrl

the tasks will have already'been acquired by a number of children, some will.
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not have been acquired by any four-year-olds and some willbe in the process

of being acquired. They all involve operations such as sequencing, re-

versibility, and comparison of separate stimulus sets which shduld be useful

in dealing with television and extending its content to a child's own behavior.

The. tasks are apprOpriate for seven-year2oids as well asfour-year-olds,

sQ they could be used if this older group is studied later. Some of the

. tasks would be'passed by all seven -year -olds probably, but there would still,

.be some tasks in which performance would be transitional and some which the

-child could not yet'master:

'Pretests with bright three-, four-, and five-year-olds have indicated

. Oat children of this
.
age .11- attempt eaci.task, some of thenwIll pass

some of the tasks, some of them will give transitional performance, and

.all of. them will not yet have acquire some of, the concepts. All eight tasks

required about fifteen to. thirty minutes total'to administer.

To measure! the amount and type of positi

t5
display in a naturalistic sett ng an observation ystem his been devised and

ial behavior children

pretested (see Attachment 3).f Martha Bronson, an Ed.D. student, has taken

major responsibility for this

The system provides an ndication of the types of behaviors the child-

engages in, the frequency w h which he/she completes a social or non-social

-:interaction,

interaction,

!

of time devoted to each.

bow successful

the affect inv

y it is'completed, the\strategies useduring the

)vied, the number of such events, and the length

Ater much development timio.it now seems to

fleet the nature of the obServed interactions, to torrespond to teachers'

ies of the children observed, to provide forAsitaluaZIons Ofithe competes
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reasonably reliable scoring by.two obiervers (altheysh formal reliability
.

yet),estimates have not been made yet), and to preseq
.

the same picture of the
.. . .' .

child at'aiffereat observations on the same or different days.while'indicat-

*ing situational variability in the-child's behavioi.

The observation techniqUe,is a modified time sampling procedure. Each

line of the obsprvation sheet represents a fifteen second interval. The
0

. .

beginning of eacli.interial is signaled by a sharp click from an electric
..

timer into an earphone worn by the observer. The. timing device is light and

worn around the neck so that the observer can easily.move about (Leifer and,

Leifer, 1971). Continuous events are recor4id by, a,vertical line extending

.
over all the intervals the behavior' occurs, isolated events are recorded

by checks or letteri as indicated in the instructions. Thuso the final

record shows the frequency withwhich events Occurred and the length of time

over which-they 'cOntinued.

Pretestingis still being done to determine how'long and when'each

Child should; be observed to obtaima reliable estimate of his/her behavior.

'

Cuirentli we believe that two observatiOns of Wout fifteen minutes each

will be sufficient if they begin when the child is engaged in a social in-
t

teractiOnt A separate simple recording of:hdvmuch of each day a child

al

. .

devoted to a variety.of soci and non-social:iateractions can also be made
. .

1

if one is interested in how a child distributes his/her time among theie

,types of activities. This information would not be obtained in fifteen

Minute obseivations.

1

4

4

0



Cooperative behavior will also be measured in an.experiments4 setting

that closely resembles one of those shOwn in the tapes. the situation will

.

be one of those devised by the Teaching Research,Group in Oregon. The cur-
.:

rent choice is the 'mural situation." Here two.ehildren are given a long

A
piece of paper and six colored crayOns and ssked to fini h a picture of a

house the eXperimenter has started. In pretesting in Oregon this situation

produced' much hostility, and competition, Oa' gppd place to look for

increases in Cooperative'bv&vior (see Attachment 4). One Sesame Street

piece'phows exactly this situation, although elements of the presentation

might detract from its effectiveness. Tim adult men draw on either end of 4
0.

6
long piece of paper conflict over space,And finally cooperate to dralza

house together. A narrator verbalizes the seqt.;ence as it appears visually.

t,

.v
A second piece sho7 three children, one with paint, one with brushes, and

one with paper: the imc,perplexed, therishare their resources and,paint

happily. This is more characteristic of what I would consider good teaching

strategies but not so.similar to the tpstinn situation used in Oregon.

Combining resources for a final goal or product is also a theme of many other

Sesame Street prosocial feces. Thus this situation should be a gooeond to

use for testing. It has t been pretested yet here.

Estimates of how much

has watch
1
d, and how famili

,

obtained f om 4ch mother.

ach child watches Sesame Street, how long he/she

he/she'is with each of the characters will be

minutes to nswer and will be

the mother's
" . k

nor preteste

earcher. The

, .

se questions should take no more than fifteen

ne at a time that is mutually convenient for

have not yeIbeen decided Upon precisely

12
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If it is feasible at the end of the study, children will again be

shown one of the experimental tapes. They will be asked what the material

is about, why people were doing what was on the tapes, why they were shown

the tapes, whether they liked the tapes, and whether the situations they

saw were "real." The experimental situation will be recalled for the child

(video-taped if possible and his/her interpretation of it obtained, along

with an explanation of how he/she viewed his/her behavior and why he /she

behaved as he/she did.
*

While the children areviewing the tapes, one adult will record the

general attentiveness. of

upon;

Procedure

'AnLoutline of all the activities an4 lohases of the study is presented

he group. The technique has not been decided

lin Attachment 5.

Before yield

Iminutes on each of

The preimedure for each child will be described here.

any tapes, each child will be obseived for fifteen

two separate days in school. 'This will reqUire no direct

contact with the child, although he/she will know that someone is following

. ,

him/her around, watching and writing. Each Child will all-) spent fifteen

to thirty minutes individually with two different experimenters. fhe

Piagetian tasks well be administered then in a standard order by one of"

them and the other will observe the child in the.Mpral'situstion. Random

ipairs of the same sex will be used.

`01 About two weeks later children will be divided into groups of five

;Utk,

or eight. Each group will be shown ;tom'fCs'one.of the three conditions.

13 A
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An adult experimenter wil sit with the ,children,

unit, rate their attention during thetape, and r

children will be free to move around and talk wit

as much a pert of their usual school environment

i

operate the ;ideotape

/tithe/a toj class. The

n the room, which will be

11

s possible (e.g., a corner

the classroom, a room next door, the nurse's office). Children will see

least three different tapes either three der fiire days a week, one tape

'a day, for two to four weeks. These decisio4s abbut pmmber of days per

week and number of weeks
A

depend upon how.muchmatenial in availftu10,

how many days pe5'Week children attend school, bow many daylithe teachers

are willing to have is there, and how much of an effect is apparent after

. .

t weeks. In this regard, testing some children after two weeks might give

a basis for deciding'whether to continue forNI/o more weeks.
t

At the end of thetvoho four'week period children- will again be ob-
.

served in 'their `classrooms And in the experimental mural tituation. . Each

.
chili will be randomly paired.with_another of the same sex from the sake

condition forthe latter testing.

If it is possible,. we'll return to the school about amiith after

this;.'Each child will again be observed during clasp and in the experimental

, ..sizuatiOnw, In addition he/she will be shcivn one of the tapes again and in-

dividually interviewed in a semi-structured way about the content of the
-"'"--

tape, the purpose of showing the tapes to him/her, the,peality of the tape

content, and the type of )mbavior the child display*d in the experimental

;setting and reasons for it.

e

.

14
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Analysis .

It istssumed that at least 20 subjects in each condition will hive seen

all or nearly all of the tapes and have been tested on all measures. Data

from these subjects will be analyzed in a 3 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance

for the fol owing dependent measures.: positive social behavior in school

(piobably number of different measures from the observational data), co-

operative ehavior in the mural situation (perhaps uncooperative behavior if

the tvo aren't reciprocal), and the same measures taken one month atter ex-
0,

posure.

Cognitive
Level

Initial
EXplicitness of MaterialProsocial

Behavior j High Nbderate

Low

Marcus Lieberman, a tatistician, and I are explbi*ig the possibil ty

..1.
of specifying from these to the optimum explicitness of social maters 1

1

for'children of,given cognitive and social skills, even if this level iar'

-not one of the three tested. It seems possible to set)Wsystema of equa-

tions whose solution would.be the optimum level at which to pitch the tele-

J.14s1,61; material. This'will be explored further in the next mo4h or two, and

such analyses will be carried out if indeed the system of equationschn be

set up arid solved.

15
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1 Participants and Bu et
7

1

.

.1:

students e currently involved in this study: Martha Bronson,
.

Four

Francis Jubasz, Michleltiegal, and Elizabeth Weiss. ,Additional assistance

N

will be necessary hoever, to carry out theobiervations, videotape viewing,

and data analysis. liopefully,.this will' come from the participation and

hiring of other students, A budget for adsistantsSalaries and other ex

1

penses associated with the study is included,in Attachment 6.
,

1

$
4

1

t t\

I
V

.
I

.4

1
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N.
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- ATTACHIENT 1

CVIARACTERISTICS OF THREE CATEGOIIIES OF TELEVISION MATERIAL

Explicitness. of Materiall-

t . High

fse of.humans high

Useof muppets,.A#imals, and "forms low

Userof verbal expXanation of action

Depiction of exact prosocial behavior high

Depiction of conflict prior to resolution low

Oepiction of rewards (affective and material)
; after prosocial tehhvior high

Depiction of negative consequences by

Use of material for positive self4concept
2

low

).4

This rating will be for

example, the moderately'

.prosocial behaviors and

,
*4 tr

Moderate Low

-.mod low

n
od high

/ mod low ,

mod low

mod high

mod low

mod high

mrd high

t

I

each tape, not for each pieCe within the tape. For

explicit tape

some not,.the

will have some pieces showing exact
.4

hihhly explicit tape will have more

pieces showing exact prosocial behaviors, etc.

.

2Presumably this'miterial is desirable in all three tapes, but will occur

less often in the highly explicit tapes because more time in these 'tapes

will be devoted to exact portrayal of interpersonal behavior.
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Title
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VTR: Coop Fishlry

Larry & Phyllis
Photographs

Greg,. #3

Show-r7
270

*
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4.1

AT.TACMENT 2

EXAMPLES OF SESAME Sill= iROSOCIAL MATERIAL

uppets -Pro-
Animals Verbal social

Forks2 Explan. Behavior
3 Conflic ti.

itime's. Humans

1:24 '14,14 No

135 4:38 M,W No

282 144,14

Yes No

Yes,tqm S.

Yes

A.M. kids have a
snowball fight 454 . 2 112.1W M-B,G tea_

O

31E= Man
W = Woman
B = Boy
G = Girl

=!

- .

2M Niippet

A =.Animal
F Form

A,

4

tJE n Joint effort
S,2:t Share
Iriv Help

Frpe= New eliment

M = Material
A ='Affctive

.
6

Rewaras

No

..*.

Yes M,A

Yes

Yes A

1

L Low .

94 a Moderate
H = Higlx

Negativg Self
Outcome goessA .

No No L-MI

No

No

M;A

No

Ho HI

M-H/ .

By our estimate where
possible we'll add
distractor results
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EXECUTIVE AND SOCIAL CONTROL PROFILE FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

' Martha Bronson

Hirvard Univeriity

February, 1973

I - RATIONALE
. 4

The EXecutive.and Social Control Profile is designed to measure the
preschool child's functional:level of competence ip either coping with tasks
or social interaction or bothOepending on the Way the Profile it used -
see section below). Executive control is defined as skill in choosing d

'coping with tasks effectively. If reouires the ability td select tasks
propriate.to one's liwel: of.skili, to organize task relevant materials, t
use effective copingstrategie4,.to resist distraction, to'notice errors nd

to correct them or toeffective4y summon help, to try repeatedly (persist)
when necessary, and, ultimately'ithe;ability to reach a chosen goal sue- ,

cessfully. 'Social Control is d ined as the ability to control and direst \
oneself adequately and constructivelik in social situations and,the ability
to influence others effectively: n s6cially approved ways. Since approved '

methods of social contra of oth4s vary with the culture Cr sub- culture, any
assessment of a child's competence in this area necessarily implies value
judgments. The judgment implicit inthe.categoriei of this profile is thit
a general attitude of n...dotiation and reciprocity in dealings,vith others is
a desirable gee' and standard.of measure fortho preschool child's behavior.
It is assumed that the ability to assume this attitude and to exhibit effec-
tive give and take (reciprocity) in social situations is emergent during the
preschool and early primary school; years (whether this emergence is explained .

by a decline in "egocentrism" or by a growtb'in the number of effectild social .

strategies at the child's command). The ability to aAjustto the goals and"-,
personalities of others while retaining one's own identity and goals 4
thought to be basic to reciprocity. Thii implies the ability to control ol..

influence others with effective Ankt, non - violating strategies (physical force
is considered to be a strategy which violates the social other),"and the
balancing ability to be reasonably influenced by the group without being
totally overcome.or dominated by others. The ability to assert one's rights
and sometimes (though this is rarer during the pi.esch601 years) th rights
of others is 'also considered important. Specific strategies which promote
cooperation sucb as sharing,. helping, or combining resources are e ecia1.1"

noted. . .

4

Effective executive control may or may not be accompanied by efff tive
social control in any single child, but it is assumed that *some meaty of
executive control ip necesSaryfor the developMent 6f adequate social ntrol

-ltrategies.
. .

,.
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II - USE OF THE PROFILE.

The executive and social control profile can be used in at least three
ways. First,.the child's general level of functioning in the 6t4ral setting
(home or school) can be assessed by observing and recording the child's be-.
havior for a representitive sample of time. This should yielein index of
the child's spontaneous choices and goals (social And non-social)-and his
Ability to deal with them. 6econd,,only selected behaviors might be observed-
and scored such-alsspontanemis social interactions or spontaneously chosen
non-social tasks,: This should provide a picture of the child's level.of-
functioning in either the social or-the nonrsocial arcs with much less ob-
servatiOn time than the broader "total pictureulmethdd.., Third, specific con-
trolled tasks or pldy situations may be constructed and the child's behavior,
during these sessions may be observed and scored This method.*ill allow
more reliably for.comuarisons betwien children but willnot give\inforraation
on the child's spontaneous choices and his ability to carry themOut.

: III - SCORING CATEGORIES

Aotiirities: The activities section should list:

I

) - specific behaviors or activities listed tn the "focus" section..

-the,people (adult or peer + age andsex) from whom the child
0. asks help, those whom the child attempts to control, those whom' 9

4.

the child follows, those.from whom the child accepts stat0 _. #,

krules, or refuses to accept,them, those by whom the child li
ontrolled orewhose control the child resists or ignores, those

to whom the child'asserts his rights, and those with whom the
child uses a cooperation strategy

-apec ic'situations scored in the "social interaction" section
.1apeci is behaviors or/affect manifestations listed in the "affect"

\ section.
, \

General Instructions and Conventions:'

-unless the situation to be observed is controlled or structured
t by the experimentor or the observer, observations should be

scheduled when children will have free choices about *hid)
activities to engage in

-after observing a Child for the specified period, stop and check
over the observation sheet to fill in all possible information.

...on the back of the sheet(s) write a'paragraph with at least the
'4,, following 'information: who the child was interacting directly

with, who was in the general area,-what the general area was
(e.g. "art area," "block room," "kitchen ")', what the-general.,

tone of the episode seemed to to (e.g.: hostile, coptebning,
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cooperative, competitive etc.) andsom sort of nar =tive

,description.of the events observed'
- when observing, one sho4ld first le n 1 the genera ground

r4es of the school, ham e etc. from he .41isponsible a ult(s)
- the three categories under "focus" c n be scoVed with

vertical connected lire (for a time 1 ne).as long, as o e focu
continues - a change in focus can be hown by separati in
time, change in area of focus, or a h izontal line div
the two foci returns to a focus after a distraction, i
terruption, or intervening activitik(like the bathroom o
getting juicekcan bescored by jai ng the lines in eit
social or non-social foci with a cir le,

- the other categories can be scored h v C (completes}

ding

.\

N (no), S (success), V (verbal), P (p ys cal),'D (demonstr
tion) - as appropriate and crtinuati to the next time
period an be.shnwn by a vertical lin c necting with the
check or letter,. The "type" sections ttre "focus" sectio

should have some indication of the part cular type of social
pr non-social act*vity (the classificat eh) and the coopers
tion strategy".section should indicate ether the strategy

'\)

ether thakbon-

r

n

-----`7---- -invoIng-sharing (.:0-7 helping (H), ar combining resources (CR
- the following areas vbuld be scored once

.
tinuously ins timeline'fashion when rel
gives up, completes/no, success/no, soci
refused to accept rules (N). - resisting/ig
S/N, and,asserts rights S/Ncan be scored
ing in S or U

- each horizontal line crossing thenactivitikr\seCtion in-
. ,

dicates a 15-second interval',-,double lines indicate one
minute - there are 5 mitutes'o a i6ge. ,

vat: dual focus,
control S/N, and

tg-control
time line end-

Focus: The direction or goal of the activities is indicated here in time line
fashion. .A line is drawn downward coriOponding to the number off 15-
second intervals during which the chiIdlpursues an activity. The

actively (though involved watching is inol ded',L see later descrip
categories under "focus" are to be scared onlyVhen the child.is

\L
tan), purposefully engaged, not when there is a brief encounter w h

-oilts engagement. All clearly focused activ$ties should be labeled f
es #e of discriminating a change of focus.' Involv'ed watching of any
sopial or non - social activity should be sacred Under, the appropriate

follus category by a circled "W.".Notation in he "type"icategory
shoUld indicate the nature of,the involvement:1 Sometimes the pridiar,

tows of the activity will be,unclepr or divi as in the case of

parallel play. In these cases' score both the r event social and,

non-social categories. ., .

.

.t-- , .

- facial - any activity directed ,largely or primarily-tov.ard getting or

maintaining contact or interaction frith another erson

(peer or adult.)' The object of the activity sh Id be

noted in the "activity".section

-24



Parallel Play:' .two or more children playing side by side
and appearing to be relating to each other but actually
each "doing, his own thing"

0 - Associative Play: two or more children in a social interac-
tion which is above the level of parallel play - e.g.
some legitimate interaction is occurring but it is
either very one-sided or not at a very high (reciprocal)
level - not yet at the level of cooperative play

- Cooperative Play: two or more children engaged in the type
of play in which each listens to the other and takes into
account the others wishes and ideas - in which both (or
more) sides contribute to the Outcome in some obviously
reciprocal way

a number of social interactions (especially those with adults)
cannot be scored under these three categories - some-
times the child's aim seems simply to be contact, warmth
or attention - and should be described in "activities"

- Non-Social - any solitary or primarily self-involved activity'in.which.

another person is either not present or not the focus of the
activity

.

r - Mastery: any activity directed primarily at mastering a
skill "(except gross-motor*skills) such as doing a
puzzle, writing letters or numbers, learning to read
etc., at constructing a product (like art work, lego or.
building with blocks), or at finding out about something
.looking at a book, listening to a story, observing ox
handling an animal, intent observation of or exploration

4
. of something in the physical environment - like playing

, . with magnets, watching clouds or wind blowing leaves
1 . etc.) .

. Gross motor: Practicing physical skills such as climbing,

jumping, dancing. etc. should be listed' here if clearly
° a focused activity (involves sustained directed atttn-

tion to what one is doing).
Some gross-motor activities seem to be mere tension

. .

release behaviors when a child is otherwise involved
A ' in a social or non-social activity and others seem to be

, general indicators of "state" (excitement, tension etc.)
rather than a focused activity. These last two types
of gross-motor activities should n9t be scored at all

. if they occur outside of a focused activity or during
I

another focused activity but do not interrupt it. 1

.

. meditation, some play with toy animals, water or clay
(though these last two are.mora often part of mastery

. .

- Fantasy: solitary fantasy play such as dress up (if now.
'social), some forms of doll or puppet play, dreamy

'P

activities).*
1

,
. .

.

,
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Task Competence: This general category deals with the child's ability to plan
and to oarry out activities. It applies only to non-social activities. .

The sub-categories.can be scored in either a checklist or time-line (if
the activity exceeds 15 seconds) fashion where relevant. See the abolle
"general instructions and conventions" section for explicit instructions.

Organize Activity or Coping Strategy - Organize activity is scored when
child engages in any preparatory or organizing activities in the
process of coping with a task. Examples are: gathering materiaAA
together, arranging materials for ease ofoiccess, laying out or ."
sorting materials before assembling. These activities should be
scored "0" in this column (with a.time line if'relevant) and the
specific behavior, liited in "activities." Coping strategy is
scored when a child displays a discernible strategy'in attempting
to solve a problem 9r do a task. Examples would be: filling in
the edge pieces of a puzzle first, taking advantage of built-in
color or shape codes, organized trial and. error (trying a piece
and laying it aside, trying another and so on putting tried pieces
together to avoid repeated mistakes.) These strategies should be
scored "C" and the specific behavior listed in "activities."

- Distracted ..any change'of focus from ongoing directed activity that
is not the result of.a demand interruption. The child may'look
up or stop what he is doing and turn around when he hears a noise,
when he briefly loses his balance on a chair, when'the room gets
noisier or quieter, when the light level changes etc. Distrac-
tion may result in a change of focus.(lea:ing the ongoing task
not completed), in annoyoce-4core neg. affect), in a "return"
to the original focus, etc.

- Interrupted - any demand distractionlike an adult or a child talking
to the S, bumping into htm,.knocking over his materials etc.
If the child is pleased by the interruption (pos, affect) or not
pleased (neg. affect) this shouldbe noted. If he tries to ignore

the distraction, note it in the activities section. Interrup-

tions are anything directed at the child being observed and also
occurrences in the general environment that most children present
attend to. If there is any doubt about something being an inter-
ruption score it as a distraction.

- Dual focus - or "dual attention" (Maccoby, 1967, 1969; Maccoby and
Konrad, 1967; White,, Watts et al., 1972) involves the ability to
attend to the task at hand without losing track of thesurroundings -
the ability to monitor the environment without losing the primary .

focus. (Probably a measure of voluntary control of attention.)
The child appears to take noteof (looks up briefly, smiles or
frowns at an event outside foci's, makes brief comment) his sur-

roundings without losing his hold on his central task or focus.
This is distinguished from the "distracted:' category by whether

or not the child loses his hold on the task at hand.
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- Ask help - must be the child's initiation. Help gratuitously offered
during a task should be scored an interruption and the result .

(resists, accepts, changes focus etc.) should be noted in "activi-
ties." Note from whom the child seeks help, w er the child is

\
, successful in getting help or not (under suc es 04,and whether

.------ he tries again if he is not at first success 1.

' .Corrects self - should be scored any time the Chi corrects.an error
in his ongoing activities. Trial and error may also be scored

. here as when a child tries something (perhaps a puzzle piece)

, sees that it doesn't fit and takes it away. iSpontaneous verbal
self-correction and physical skill self -corilections should also.

`L be scored. . .

- liVes up - not scored for, all nOnncompleted tasks, but only for those-
where the child obviously gives upa chosen goal.. This may be
because the child becomes tired (perhaps through, choosing too

long or too hard a task)-ox because of failure and/or frustration.

. , - Tries again - includge any repeated attempt to solve a problem, gain a
"goal etc.after istakes, failure or frustration; Note that "tries

, again" may or may not precede or follow "corrects" self. ..

Completes/No - a check here indicate-some organized and discernible

t...i
completion or wind-up activity like putting away materials,

cleaning up blocks, Jtc. It is scored only after the fact (i.e.
the completion has taken p3ace) rather than during"the process of
cleanIng or finishing up which is considered part of'the task

. proper. Note that completes may not mean completes ' =successfully."
Some activities may have two "completions" since the picking up
.or putting away part of the activity is functionally separate
from the original task. For instance constructing a house with

may
lego can be completed and.piCking up and putting away the lego

be completed. The two completions may be scored at the ap-
propriate times and the ,reasons for them noted in "activities."

«No or N isiscored any.time.the child leaves the task without .

winding up in.anyliay. It involves a change of focus in mid-
`

if child fails to-d6plete the task (for instance a puzzle) and
stream without any "end" to the previous activities. Score No,

....)

a check in the completes column if he puts the puzzle 1

away, a d explain in the activities section. , .1

i
i

- Success/No - a check here inditstes that some task or goal is reached I

successfully. It may or may not coincide viith a 'completes" score

(both are scored in this case) and may occur in cases whe6 "com- 1
pletest' is not relevant. The goal can be doing a puzzleettitifi"

$, help from a teacher or child when it-is sought. The sizitof the 1

unitt/ of behavior to be judged becomes a problem her because
-_, 1

"success" for one childis writing one number correctly while '' I

for another it is writing a whole page of numbers. Often thq
child will state a goal, but e*en in the absence of this, close

for Judgment, but sometimes meaningful subgoals can be discerned.

. observation will usually identify the correct level and unit of
analysis - the end or completion of tasks is usually important .,

i
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If in doubt, do not score.
-No or N is scored when there is an obvioa'failure to reach a
chosen gohl. Momentary setbacks or frustrationi or errors
should not be stored here - it is the.total.outcome of.any
directed activity that'is scored plus any clear 1.tb -goals ps,in

"success" section, For instance the failure to fi one puizle
.

piece. which leads the child to try another should not be ".

scored as no success, but'if the child'cannot do tIke puzzle at
all No or N shoild be scored. /

Social Interaction: .This general category deals with the child's ability to
cope effectively with social interactions - that is, to,control hnd

ItY direct himself or herself adequately and constructively in social
situations and to influence others effectively in socially approved ways; f
- Converse - is scores when the child carries on a conversation with

another Terson (adult or child and note which in "activities"),
with the primary intent (indicated IT the Verbal content) of
communicating with (rather than controllidg or seeking help
etc.) the other. '..

- Social Control V/P/D: Success (S)/No SOpcess 1N) - Social control
is scored when the child attempts to cohtrol,or.manipulate others
or to get their attention (note whether adult or peetin "activi-
ties"). Vis scored when any attempt to manipulate r ipfluence
others by the use words is made. Everything from "I won't be
your friend if you don't...." to "We'll get in trouble if

tt "I know a good game; yoll be the pilot and I'ilbe.thp
control tower" is scored here. Whether or not the attempt is

successful or not is indicated by a following.S or N (if the
attempt occurs in under 15 seconds VS.or %IN wowed be'listed;
otherwise the S or N should be marked at the. end orthe'time
line). P ds scored when the child tries to influence,'menitulate,
or control others by means pf physical force like pushipg,
dragging, hitting, biting etc. P is scored only for physical
coercion but may be scored double if'Osed in conjunction with
verbal direction (e.g. VP plus S or N). D is scored when the
child tries to influence others by means of modeling or some
form of.deMonstration. This is scorea'for success or no'success
above. .

,

- Competes S/N - is scored when the.ohild,competes in amOtay or for
any'reasonjnote these in activities) with another. There may
be'competititm for the attention of another, fon.resources, or '

"to win,"' "be first," or acdieve skills. Success of no success '

in these attempts is scored by the use of S or Neither alone
to indicate an "event" (under 15 seconds) or at the end of a .

time line.' Score this category only/when the child Seems clearly
aware of the competition - not, for instance, when he is'trying
to get attention or help and otherS just happen ta be/getting
or keeping the adult's attention. Sometimes the child's state-
ments, such as "I can do it faster (or better)" or "I'll get.

O there first," clarify the intent. If,in doubt, do not score.%
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Follows V/P - indicated physical (P) or verbal (V) folio ing of an
adult or peer (note who in "activities"). P is asure of
direct or immediate rather than deferred imitation of phygical
acts and the immediate effects of social others on the individual.
Physical "following around" of adults or peers is also included.
This_is an attempt to get at the child's sense of himself as a
separate entity. V is scored when there is a direct verbal
imitation of a single individual or in "group contagion" or when
the child indicates following by verbal expression ("I'll do that
too," "Then he won't be my friend either," "Then I'll have,juice
too") ,"Follows" is scored only when the child follows or
imitates another and that other has given no verbal indication
that the child is supposed to imitate. Following is always
apontaneoft.

Controlled V/P/D - indicates that the child is being successfully
manipulated; or directed, verbally (V), physicall0q, or by
gesture or, demonstration (D) Sas when a child makes a 'come here"
gesture, a "go avay" gesture, ,a usilhe gesture etc. or when the
teacher demonstrates to a child something he is supposed to do).
IndicatOtho.is doing the controlling, in "activities." Note that
a V, Pr,okg for'"controlled" is scored only when a control at-
:tempt has been made and the child goes along with it.

- Accepts rules/No - a check'here indicates the child's ability to deal
with social or physical'reality. Acknowledging eLd abiding by
rules (hating to pick up toys, waiting yoi'r turn for juice or in
a game) when stated or reminded, Always judged by the child's
response to a specific situation of imposed constraint, often to
a specific verbal request or reminder ("Please put your things
away now," "You are not alloved to bother my game," "You have to
wash your hands before you put out the cookies").

- No or N indicates.s. child's inability or refusal to accept the con-
straints inherent in a certain activity or genera]. "ground rules."
Specific refusals or deliberate "violations" or ignoring requests
rather than digtracted "forgetting" should be scored. If in
doubt, do not, score.

. Controlled V/P/D and Accepts Iules /No can be'discriminated on the
basis of whether or not the request or demand is a rule othe
environment the child is in. Many teacher or adult restrictions
are of this variety ("You can't hit in school," "You have to
standein line," "Sand is not for thrOwing" eta.) but sometimes the
*Ault uses controlling tactics that do not involve rules ("Come
play tfiis game with me 'now,;' "Please share your book with Tommy,"

"Let me 'show you how to do that" etc.) and sometimes peers can
twee rules which can be accepted or not ("You are not allowed
to touch my.work,""Only three peOple are allowed to play this !

game; the teacher said so," "We're not supposed to go in there"
etc:). .Vote that it is not always desirable for children, even
preschoolers,\to accept all rules. There may be instances in

,
$.
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which the ohild should assert his/her right to disobey the rule
or to do away with it. Note this protest in activities.

- Resists or Ignores Control SIN = is scored in those instances when a
peer or an adult tries to control the child and the.child does not
go along with it. A score for Success (S) or No Success (Ni) is
somewhat redundant since N would be indicated by a score in'
"controlled," however this added information is included for
clarity (so it is clear that the child tried whether or not he
was sUccessful).

- Asserts 'rights Sin - is scored when a child demands his rights when it
is not a case of resisting outside control. "Abserts Rights",is
always the initiative and "Resists Control" is always

'initiated by another. Instances of "asserts rights" are "It's
my turn now; I was after John," or "I am supposed to pass the
juice today; you promised me yesterday." "Nobody can play'with
that truck because its mine' might be "asserts rights" if there
is no outside threat, or it might be "resists control" if another
child is trying to take it away.

- Cooperation Strategy S/H/CR - indicates a particular coping strategy
for effective social interaction.. It may be directed at a child
or an adult. 'S indicates a sharing strategy. It is important for

this and for pll strategies that the child intend to share and
initiate the'sharing in order to cope effectively with a situa-
tion or in order to show friendliness or affection. If.the child

\
responds to a conflict situation by saying "OK, let-'s share it"
or 'let's both play with it" that is scored S, but if the child
is told to share by the teacher or the initiativt comes from the
other side (either by suggestion or b7 force) the-behavior is
scored under "controlled."./

H indicates a helping strategy and is usually anAct of friendliness
or affection. It the child is asked to help by the teacher or
the other child the behavios scored under "controlled."
CR indicates.a strategy of c bining resources either to produce
an effect or achieve a goal. It is a measure of cooperation,
and, as in the case of the other strategies, must be initiated by
the child in order to be scored. Combining resources that is
initiated by another is an instance of "controlled

AFFECT: Affect is listed as only positive or negative in both individual
("Affect Pos./Neg.") and social ("Affection" "Hostility") forms.
Only "Pride" is included as a more specific emotion because of its

',possible connection'with self-awareness taxi self-concept. Other--

, vile, only the positive/negative,discrimination is required be-
cause of the difficulties Inherent in accurate discrimination of
emotions. Note any apparent cause of,the affect in "activities"
as well as the particular form of the affective expression (e.g.
smiling, crying, .hitting etc.)

. 30
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- Affect PositivedNegative P (positive) is scored when there is any
indication of (expression of) pleasure at any time during the
observation. These might include anything from smiling, laugh-
ing, singing to self, to verbal expression - "I like this" or

L "This is fun." II (negative) includes any obvious signs of dis-
pleasure including frustration, anger, fear, anxiety etc.

- Pride - is meant to be a.measure of perceived (by the child) competence
and is thought to be connected with self-concept. It may often

be distinguidhed -by its verbal, accompaniient - "Look what I did!",

"I can do that!", "I can tie my own shoes!" - but is sometimes
detectable in non-verbal behavior such as looking at a finished
product and sailing, shOWing product to another etc. Expressions
of pleasure upon the successful completion of a task requiring
physical skill (climbing a tall,ladder, sliding down a slide,
turning a summersault etc.) shoUld also be scored. DID'hot score

wild boasting ("I can run faster than anyone in the whole world"
etc.) here. Note in the "activities" section the apparent occasion
for the "pride."

- Affection Verbal/Physical - V (verbal) or P (physical are scored if a
child shows physical or verbal affection (it both score VP) to an
adult or peer. Examples may be hugging, ratting, kissing, "I
like you" or "You are my best friend," "are nice," "are, pretty"
etc. Note the fog and direction (adult/peer) of the affection
in "activities"

-Hostility Verbal/Physical - V (verba) or P (physical) are scored if
/ a child shows physical or verbal hostility to another peer or
/ adult such as hitting, pinching, knocking over their toys or

taking them. "I hate you," "You are stupid." This may coincide
with physical' social control and may be scored concurrently. The
difference between this category and physical social controlis
the goal of the activity - social control is primarily an attempt
to get someone to do something and hostility may ormay not
accompany it.

P.
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ATTACHMENT k

OREGON TEAdH/N1 RESEARCH GROUP

REPORT ON MURAL SITUATION

general Information

Eighteen children were tested. The frequency of various str egies
'was as follows: distributing 5, taking turns 3, combining 1, c. ping ideas 3,
compromise 0, distraction 0, decision mechanism 0, fidhting 10 intimidation 3,
constructive response 1, reflection of mood $.

I

Situation 3

A piece of paper about 1 1/2 feet long is set outs Again the bare outline_
of a house is drawn on the paper by the examiner. Six different colored crayons
are put out and two children are led into the room. The examiner directs the
children to takela crayon and draw a gcture. The examiner starts, have.

started a pict e of a.house. You. have six colors. I vent you to finish the
picture." to ther cues should be given initially as to spacing; choosing
colors, what cifically to draw. In all situations, be eia4ner should then
step back and;.as much as possible, give the impfession that he is removed from

:the subjects' interactions.

Comments

' It produced less cooperation than any of the other situations. The pre-
dominant tone in all four situations vas hostile and competitive. Inmost
cases; the children would start right in drawing what they pleased with little
regard for context. In several cases there was brief conflict in choosing the
crayons, but the mutual intensity was not dreat enough to promote a cooperative
solution. More commonly, the children would simply draw with whatever color
they grabbed first. Space proved a'great conflict area, but this competitiori
was solved not by cooperation but by Intiadation or, in two cases, by the in-
ception of phy tell hostilities which required the4ntervention of the ex- .

periment Th dubjects' perceptions of their peers' drawings were not with
regard,t o ing a whole ,picture, but rather competitive and disparaging.

Taken from! Interim Report Ilk: Sesame Street Evaluation Project.
Teaching Research. Monmouth, Oregon 91361
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ATTACHHENT 5

GENERAL PLAN FOR THE STUDY

. First

1. Devise an observational instrument, test reliability and validity

2. Select and pretest an experimental situation for prosocial behavior

3. Select material for viewing and have tapes made
A minimum is nine 20-minute tapes and a maximum is twenty 20-minute tapes

h. Select and pretest cognitive measures

5. Find schools and obtain parental permission

Second

1. Measure level of cognitive develqment -- 75 children, 1/2 hour each

2. Observe in school setting -- 75 children, 3/h hour each

3. Test in experimental setting -- 75 children, 1/2 hour each

1'

- h. Get estimate of how much child views Sesame Street now -- 75 mothers,

1/2 hour each _

Third

1. 'Divide children into three

2. F,i5r minimum of two weeks an maximum of four weeks show them tapes
11groups of children, 3/4 Your each, 3 to 5 times per week
)/Rate attentiveness of each group to each tape

3. Observe-iii.school setting 75,chi2.drell, 3/h hour each

h. Test in experimental setting -- 75 children, 1/2hour each

Fourth -- Hopeful
4t

1. Return in about.a month
i

.

\ v
2. Observe in school setting -- 75 children 3/1h hour each,

3. Test in experimental letting -- children, 1/2 hOur each

. Interview children about,their behavinptO 'tent of the tapes and

_ reason for showing tapes, to them -- 15004 klren, 3/1! Hour each



ATTACHMENT 6

PROPOSED BUDGET

Personnel

2 half-time assistants Q,$3:50/hr.
97anuiry 29 through June 29

hourly employeea@ $3.00/hr. 1200

Imo hours

secretarial help 1000

Equipment and Sumlies
. 2550

-20 1/2 inch one-hour tapes 025 each 500

video rental and reuair 1000
CMOSt of equipment needed we haveinou)

experimental'supplies 200

office supplies 500

Xerox 150

2 timing devices e$100 each .
200

/ Travel 450

local tra e 3.50

4 trips t CTW @ $75 each 300

L.
Repot roducti

tom:outer

40hours keypunchi+ e $6/hour

3 hours Consulting .$l0 /hour

6 months loc er,rental @ $4/month

1comp4ation ime, print, tie.

TOTAL

I.

1.

\

35

109.1

240

30

24

` 800

$9874


